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Look What We’ve Hidden From You …. Look What We’ve Hidden From You …. 
Until NowUntil Now



A Simple Monetization ConceptA Simple Monetization Concept

Donations are accepted.

Free Riders 
Pay a small one-time Cover Charge to act as Prosumers.

[Acting both as a consumer and a creator.]

EVERYTHING   in the Go2Fun Content Cloud is open-source, free and uncopyrighted  .
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HOW WE MAKE OUR MONEY

In the beginning, we thought we'd create eBooks and sell 
them like everybody else. Park them in a typical digital book-
store or a Big Mama outlet like Kindle Publishing. Lost and 
never found among millions of other little known authors. 

The landscape looked daunting. Even overwhelming through 
the fog of our then existing Normalcy Bias.

So, we began to think beyond yesterday. We didn't want to 
walk bent-over and backward into the future.

• First, we developed a new kind of “book”. Named it 
FutureBook Projects (FBP).

• Next, we simplified everything by lumping all FBP’s 
together. And planned for a low one-time Cover Charge. 
No individual pricing.

• Finally. we went Full Monty and adopted an open-
source, free and uncopyrighted policy. Access to every-
thing in the Go2Fun Content Cloud for free. No strings.

Hot Damn, Mom. FREE STUFF!
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Our “open-source, free and uncopyrighted” policy is   scary  . 
But it leads to a non-intrusive, voluntary and stealthy market-
ing concept. It’s called Word Of Mouth.

What’s different is how the marketing coefficient of friction is 
significantly lower. Our Content Cloud migrates around the 
Internet without ensuing drama.

Yes, we know many will take the content and never offer any 
kind of monetary payment whatsoever. That’s OK by us.

The amusing video by Professor Adam Grant tells you why. 

An excerpt:

So if we do all this well … if we can weed takers out of 
organizations ... if we can make it safe to ask for help ... 

if we can protect givers from burnout and make it OK for them to be 
ambitious in pursuing their own goals as well as trying to help other 
people …

we can actually change the way that people define success.

Instead of saying it's all about winning a competition, people will 
realize success is really more about contribution.

I believe that the most meaningful way to succeed is to help other 
people succeed. And if we can spread that belief, we can actually turn 
paranoia upside down. 

There's a name for that. It's called "pronoia." 

Pronoia   is the delusional belief that other people are plotting your   
well-being. That they're going around behind your back and saying 
exceptionally glowing things about you. 

The great thing about a culture of givers is that's not a delusion — it's 
reality.  

I want to live in a world where givers succeed, and I hope you will 
help me create that world.
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Professor ADAM GRANT is no intellectual flyweight. 
Here’s why you can rely on what he says.

In his groundbreaking book Give and Take, top-rated 
Wharton professor Adam Grant upended decades of 
conventional motivational thinking with the thesis that giving 
unselfishly to colleagues, clients or customers can lead to 
one’s own long-term success. 

Grant’s research has led hundreds of advice seekers (and HR 
departments) to his doorstep, and it’s changing the way leaders
view their work forces.

Grant’s new book Originals: How Non-Conformists Move the 
World examines how unconventional thinkers overturn the 
status quo and champion game-changing ideas.

What others say

“For Grant, helping is not the enemy of productivity, a time-
sapping diversion from the actual work at hand; it is the 
mother lode, the motivator that spurs increased productivity 
and creativity.” — New York Times Magazine, March 27, 
2013

Existence Exists.

Go2Fun Boutique + Business Concept
+ Published as a Service on a website

+ All-media + All-File- Extensions
+ Free With No Copyrights

EQUALS

FutureBooks
encouraging the freedom

to live a more knowledgeable, tranquil
and beneficial life while you sail the Sea of CHAnGE

Everything Leaks.
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RESULT

• Everyone benefits when you help increase the size and   
value   of the Go2Fun Boutique  .

Your ability to share what you've received with others 
causes a dynamic Network Effect to be born. And you 
can do it without fear of getting clobbered by lawyers 
trying to rent you asunder.

• Sharing the Go2Fun Content Cloud is important.    

It eliminates the need for us to spend huge amounts of 
time, energy and money on marketing. Everything grows 
organically.

This means we have far more time to discover, curate and cre-
ate more useful content. To create our personal stories.

No paying for a recurring-payment subscriptions. Instead, we 
ask you to invite others to donate or become Free Riders. 

Serendipity Road. What grand expeditions await Free Riders?

SIDEBAR: Notice the absence of “outside” advertising and 
sales babble in the Go2Fun Boutique. That will continue. 

 You Don' see Nuffin'  ‘cause we Dindu Nuffin'!

[We hear the applause.]
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YOUR BUYING DECISIONS

Tired of making buying decisions when camouflaged prices 
get rammed down your throat? 

Wouldn’t it be nice to engage in a buying situation where you 
are not exposed to diabolical manipulation? Even if you 
decide to pay nothing and be the purest of pure Takers?

The first thing to know and understand is NOTHING in the uni-
verse is free. You have to spend energy every time you 
breathe. There is a price for everything you consume. And as 
we often state, everything leaks.

So, there   is   a small one-time price for choosing to become a   
Prosumer.  To become a Free Rider.

We don’t control-freak-you-to-death by copyrighting every-
thing. We made everything open-source, free and uncopy-
righted. Then, put it all in one convenient place.

A Braveheart radical move.

Most creators think they’ll end up dead broke. And drunk-as-a-skunk 
if they dare offer something free and uncopyrighted.

An attractive environment exists when you are free to decide 
if our content is worth your time and money. You would still 
spend time and energy to experience the content if we only 
charged $0.00!
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Go2Fun’s Magic Sauce

The clumsiest form of economic activity is making everything 
free of monetary exchange. Then it’s a barter system regard-
less of the type of capital used.

Wikipedia is free and the most widespread open-source activ-
ity on the Internet.

But   all   contributors to Wikipedia have someone paying them   
money to live on. That, or they’re living off an inheritance or 
someone’s good graces.

What happens if everyone avoids a monetary payment sys-
tem? That is, bypass money altogether and saunter around 
the world in a fog of starvation. Aimlessly trying to find some-
one willing to trade This ‘n That for their This & That. 

How long do you think it would be before the fog lifts?

Never? Probably. In the modern world, expecting to get 
something with no money is an exercise in Magical Thinking. 
Even delusional.

NETWORK EFFECT

What happens when someone sends Go2Fun content to oth-
ers? To an interested and inquiring mind of merit. 

That someone — we’ll call her Newbie Rider — will either 
look at it or not. If a modicum of curiosity lives in her mind, 
she’ll take a peek to see if it’s worthwhile. 

Decision One:  It’s either interesting to her or it isn’t. 
If it is, she dives in.
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She launches a scouting expedition to see what it’s all about. 
After that, another decision moment arrives.

Decision Two. Newbie Rider wants to know more or she 
doesn’t. If she wants more, she faces two choices;

1. She finds it delicious. She keeps reading. Everything is 
free with no strings attached. She can send it on to her 
friends, colleagues — even relatives — without fear of 
junkyard lawyers. 

2. She gets excited. She wants to tell her own personal 
story and help the Go2Fun community grow. She wants 
to become a Free Rider. 

Decision Three: Decide to   pay   the Cover Charge or   donate  .

If she decides to pay, it’s a One & Done payment. That’s it. 

And if at some point in the future she wants to send more out
of the goodness of her heart, she can donate.

DONATORS

Who are these people, anyway? Well, they can be:

1. Do Gooders  . They want to feel good and have FUN.
 

2. Crowd Funders  . They like process involvement. They’re 
the ones watching skyscrapers built.
 

3. Recovering Politicians  . Those feeling guilty of pillaging 
the Great Unwashed — including you and me.

4. House of Medici Patrons.   They want to wax spiritual and 
buy their way into heaven. (The devil made us say that.)

5. Silicon Valley Visionaries Able To Buy Planets  . They may 
as well drop some Vapor Money down our gullet. As they
dumped Vapor Ware on the innocents who believed 
their software was Alpha Strong.

If it happens, we’ll let everyone know.  For sure there will
be a new star in the heavens next to the planet they’ve 
bought. (That’s real evidence of Magical Thinking.)
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Final Decision. Those donating will act according to who they 
are. They’ll decide how much and how often depending on 
their passion, interest and sense of life. 

All which is out of our control or influence. 

All we can do is create the content and bless Goddess 
Serendipity with freedom. Free to soar as far and as high as 
the universe allows. Stand back.

ATTENTION & TRUST

Attention and Trust will likely 
become the most valuable curren-
cies in the world. 

The “gold coins” of the future.

In our opinion, they’ll become the medium-of-exchange feed-
ing the Network Effect. And much more.

Wikipedia excerpt on the Network Effect:

The sharing of intellectual property ultimately relates to economic 
growth due to the ability for creators to share information and still 
possibly benefit financially from it. 

Through P2P networks people are able to share types of education 
like scholarly articles, becoming a new form of public commons. 

Network externality like Ted.com is an example of how intellectual 
commons with the use of network externality benefits society as a 
whole. Those who present intellectual property at Ted conferences 
are sharing their education on a public forum that benefits whoever 
will listen. 

Therefore, the larger Ted.com network becomes positively correlates 
to those who benefit from its common-pool resources. 

Over time, there will be enough people who find FutureBook 
Projects interesting. They will populate a dynamic and thriv-
ing community of Free Riders. 

Goddess Serendipity told us to take that to the bank.  
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Free Riders Control Our Destiny

The days of intrusive, interruptive and boorish mar-
keting are over. Let those days leak into the darkness
and never again see the light of day.

It would have been unthinkable a few years ago for a
creator to give away free uncopyrighted work. Let
alone allowing anyone to use it as they wish. 

Potential   Free Riders   have a simple choice  :

1) Pay   or   donate   money for the right to take part   in
the growth of the Go2Fun Content Cloud.

2) Remain a pure Taker. Only enjoy the convenience
of consuming the open-source, free and uncopy-
righted content.

Free Riders get to do both. EVERYONE WINS!
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